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Heterotwin Zn3P2 superlattice nanowires: the role of indium
insertion in the superlattice formation mechanism and their
optical properties
Zinc phosphide nanowires were long thought to form twin
superlattices in the same way as III–V materials. Herein, they
are instead shown to form heterotwin superlattices through
the inclusion of an indium-rich monolayer to facilitate crystal
rotation. Furthermore, their structure and inﬂuence on the
functional properties are investigated, and a new model
for twin superlattice formation mechanism based on the
material's non-polar nature is proposed.
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Heterotwin Zn3P2 superlattice nanowires: the role
of indium insertion in the superlattice formation
mechanism and their optical properties†
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a

Zinc phosphide (Zn3P2) nanowires constitute prospective building blocks for next generation solar cells
due to the combination of suitable optoelectronic properties and an abundance of the constituting
elements in the Earth’s crust. The generation of periodic superstructures along the nanowire axis could
provide an additional mechanism to tune their functional properties. Here we present the vapour–liquid–
solid growth of zinc phosphide superlattices driven by periodic heterotwins. This uncommon planar
defect involves the exchange of Zn by In at the twinning boundary. We ﬁnd that the zigzag superlattice
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formation is driven by reduction of the total surface energy of the liquid droplet. The chemical variation
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across the heterotwin does not aﬀect the homogeneity of the optical properties, as measured by cathodoluminescence. The basic understanding provided here brings new propsects on the use of II–V semi-
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conductors in nanowire technology.

Introduction
Filamentary crystals, also known as nanowires, have provided
additional design freedom in the elaboration of materials with
desirable properties.1–4 This arises from the possibility of engineering the crystal phase and material composition, and for the
possibility of expanding the structure in three dimensions.3,5,6
Among the design opportunities, the composition or structure
of nanowires can be arranged periodically in the form of
superlattices.6–9 The periodicity of the superstructure modulates
both the electronic and phonon (vibrational) states, depending
a
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on the magnitude of the period.10–13 Semiconductor superlattices find applications in the optoelectronic and thermoelectric
arena.14–17 In thin films, the materials combinations are mostly
restrained due to lattice-mismatch and thermal expansion conditions. Superlattice nanowire structures circumvent these limitations, and have been achieved by modulating the composition,
crystal phase, and crystal orientation through rotational twins.5–8
Twin superlattices (TSLs) in semiconductors were predicted
by Ikonic et al. in 1993.18 More recently, they were
implemented in nanowire form, first in Al2O3 and ZnSe, and
subsequently in InP.19–21 These TSLs have been obtained
mainly by the vapour–liquid–solid (VLS) method in which a
nanoscale liquid droplet preferentially collects the growth precursors.22 In addition to a periodic arrangement of twins,
these nanowire superlattices adopt a characteristic zigzag morphology with alternating (111)A/B facets in the case of zinc
blende nanowires.7,8 According to Algra et al., twin formation
is determined by energy minimisation involving the stability of
the droplet and the surface energy of the facets as a function
of their polarity -(111) a or B-.8
Zinc phosphide, Zn3P2, has recently attracted attention as a
compound semiconductor made of elements that are abundant in the Earth’s crust with optoelectronic properties
suitable for photovoltaic applications.23–28 Zn3P2 has been
obtained both in the form of bulk crystals,29,30 thin films,25,26,31
and nanostructures.9,24,32–34 Zinc phosphide based solar cells
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with an eﬃciency of up to 6% have been eported.30 This value
is still well below the theoretical limit (>30%), illustrating the
improvement potential of this material.35,36
The synthesis of Zn3P2 nanowires can follow the VLS
and the vapour–solid mechanisms, with In, Sn, and Au as
catalysts.9,24,32–34,37,38 Zn3P2 nanowires adopt various morphologies depending on the fabrication method and/or growth
conditions, including a zigzag superlattice.9,24,32–34 In contrast
with III–V compound semiconductors, Zn3P2 exhibits a centrosymmetric tetragonal structure, and thus also non-polar facets
and main crystal symmetry directions.29 Consequently, all side
facets of Zn3P2 zigzag nanowires are always Zn-terminated.27,33
This means that the mechanism through which Zn3P2 obtains
a zigzag morphology is inconsistent with the model proposed
based on III–Vs.8
In this paper we reveal the nature of the defects leading to
the zigzag structure using aberration-corrected and analytical
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). In
addition, we explain the formation mechanisms based on
simulations of the surface energetics of the droplet as a function of the nanowire cross-section. Finally, we outline the consequences of this periodic structure for the optical functionality through cathodoluminescence spectroscopy (CL).

Experimental
The Zn3P2 nanowires were epitaxially grown in a Veeco
GENxplor molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) system on InP (100)
substrates. They were grown through In catalysed VLS, with the
In originating from the substrate.24 The analysed samples were
grown at a manipulator temperature of 250 °C and a V/II ratio
of 1.15 or 1.45 for four hours, with additional details on the
growth in ref. 24. The nanowires were transferred to copper
TEM grids with holey carbon by scraping the grid on the
growth substrate for TEM studies, and were used as grown for
CL studies.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were acquired
using a Zeiss Merlin FE-SEM equipped with a Gemini column.
The operating conditions were an acceleration voltage of 3 kV
and a beam current of 100 pA. An in-lens secondary electron
detector was used for the imaging.
Droplet simulations were performed using the Surface
Evolver software,39 which computes minimised surface energy
by optimising shapes given constraints and wetting angles. We
implement the interfacial energy of the liquid–solid interface
by means of the Young’s equation with a contact angle of 43°
when the triple line is unconstrained. The vertical axis in
Fig. 2c is the total energy divided by L2, with L being the
average length of the sides, and the diﬀerence between the
solid–liquid and the solid surface tensions. The average length
of the side remains constant with a value of 1.57. Regarding
the geometrical constraint, the triple line is not pinned to the
edge, but is left free to move inside the polygon. To build the
polygon, centred at the origin, we define an equation for each
side of the hexagon through the lat and shrink parameters,
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illustrated in the ESI.† While the lat parameter is fixed at 0.55
and defines the apothem of the reference hexagon, the shrink
parameter is variable controlling the shape of the constraint
since it represents the normal between the facet centroid and
the selected facet. By varying the shrink parameter from −0.25
to 0.25, we can reproduce the evolution of the nanowire crosssection from left oriented triangle to right oriented triangle
(HT1 & HT2), passing through the hexagonal geometry at
shrink equal to 0. To compare the eﬀect of the volume we performed the simulations for three diﬀerent droplet volumes:
0.125, 0.225, and 0.325 with dimensions of L3.
Aberration-corrected bright-field/high-angle annular darkfield (BF/HAADF) STEM images and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) maps were collected on a STEM-dedicated
Nion microscope (US100MC) operating at 60 kV. The Nion
UltraSTEM 100MC HERMES is equipped with a C5 Nion probe
corrector (full correction up to 6-fold astigmatism C5, 6) and a
UHV Gatan Enfinium ERS spectrometer optimised for high
energy resolution with high-stability electronics. The microscope is equipped with a cold-field emission gun (C-FEG),
having an energy spread of 0.35 eV. The beam convergence
semi-angle was 31.5 mrad and the EEL spectrometer entrance
aperture semi-angle was 44 mrad. Image detector angles were
0–14 mrad (BF) and 100–230 mrad (HAADF). To minimise contamination, the specimens were baked prior to insertion at
130 °C in vacuum (∼10−6 Torr), and the microscope column is
maintained at ultrahigh vacuum (UHV). The denoising of
STEM-EELS datasets was done using the MSA plugin for
Gatan’s Digital Micrograph suite, commercially available from
HREM research.40 Example spectra are shown in the ESI,† and
the 443 eV and 1020 eV peaks were used for EEL mapping of
In and Zn, respectively. Further imaging was also performed in
a FEI Titan Themis 60–300 kV TEM operating at 200 or 300 kV.
The machine is equipped with a field emission gun (X-FEG), a
monochromators, two aberration correctors (one pre-specimen
probe-corrector, and one post-specimen image corrector), and
a Fischione HAADF detector. The collection angles are typically
85–200 mrad for HAADF-STEM images. The BF and HAADF
images were denoised using radial a Weiner filter. Viewing
direction illustrations were created in Mathematica.
An Attolight Rosa setup equipped with an Andor Newton
920 Si-CCD was used for CL measurements. It was operated at
room temperature with an acceleration voltage of 3 kV, a beam
current of <1 nA, and an exposure time of 50 ms per pixel. The
nanowires were mounted on a stage with 20° tilt. Denoising of
the hyperspectral maps was done through principal-component analysis (PCA) using the Hyperspy Software.41 Peak
fitting was done after data treatment based on the approach
described in ref. 42.

Results and discussion
Electron microscopy
Fig. 1a shows a representative secondary electron SEM images of
a typical zigzag Zn3P2 nanowire. These nanowires grow perpen-
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Fig. 1 (a) Secondary electron SEM image of a superlattice nanowire. (b) Aberration corrected BF-STEM image taken along a [111] zone axis in the
region around the zigzag interface with an inset illustrating the viewing direction. (c) Aberration corrected HAADF-STEM image taken along a [101]
zone axis in the region around the zigzag interface. The top inset illustrates the viewing direction and the bottom inset displays a “close up” on the
interface. (d) HAADF-STEM image ([111] zone axis) of the region where the EELS maps were acquired (green). (e–g) Core-loss EELS maps of Zn (blue
– e), In (orange – f ), and the combination (g), showing the localised presence of In in the region around the stacking fault.

dicular to (101) with side facets belonging to {101}.24,33 While
the lateral facets in III–V superlattices, (111)A and (111)B, can
exhibit diﬀerent polarities, this is not the case for Zn3P2 (101)
facets as they are all Zn-terminated.7,8,27 The supposed diﬀerence
between the lateral facets has been cited as one of the driving
forces for the formation of TSL nanowires. This argument
cannot be applied to this case as Zn3P2 does not display polar
facets. Before discussing the mechanism, we disclose the nature
of the interface dividing the zigzag regions in the nanowire.
Fig. 1b shows an aberration-corrected BF-STEM image of a
zigzag nanowire ([111] zone axis), revealing a “twin-like”
planar defect separating diﬀerent segments that are mirrored.
This structural defect is akin to the twin planes in the III–V
TSL nanowires: it interfaces two segments of the nanowire that
appear to be rotated 180° around the nanowire growth axis
-the (101) plane-, which is the most common twin plane in
tetragonal systems.43 Here we observe a (224) planar spacing of
1.97 ± 0.07 Å, which is within experimental error of the literature value of 2.024 Å.29
Fig. 1c shows the HAADF-STEM image of a region equivalent to that shown in Fig. 1b, viewed along the other major
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zone axis, [−101]. The bottom insets corresponds to “close
ups” of the interfaces, identifying sets of trimers (Zn – blue, P
– red) at each side of the defect. The topmost insets show a
three-dimensional model of the structure, highlighting the
viewing direction of the respective zone axes. While the defect
is easily discerned by the increase in intensity and break in
periodicity in Fig. 1c, the structure is not perfectly mirrored
along this zone axis. Instead, we observe a translation of the
top crystal by a (400) plane along the 〈100〉 direction perpendicular to the zone axis. Furthermore, as corroborated below,
the interfacial defect extends to more than one monolayer, and
is of a diﬀerent composition than the neighbouring segments.
Thus, the two rotated crystals are separated, not sharing any
crystal lattice points, and consequently this defect cannot be
considered a standard twin.
We not turn to the study of the nature of the interface separating the twinned regions by providing data on the chemical
composition. For this, we took the core-loss EELS of the “twin”
and the adjacent regions – marked with a green square
in Fig. 1d, resulting in chemical maps with atomic-scale
resolution.44,45 Fig. 1e–g display the resulting chemical
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mapping of Zn (blue – e), In (orange – f ), and combined (g). P
mapping did not provide the same resolution, and a constant
signal was observed throughout. The maps reveal the presence
of In at the interface and the neighbouring layers,
accompanied by a drop in the Zn content. The presence of In
is consistent with the intensity analysis in the HAADF-STEM
images, especially from the [−101] direction (Fig. 1c). The
interface there appears slightly brighter than the rest,
suggesting the presence of a heavier element, i.e. In. Given the
chemical inhomogeneity across the boundary, the defect
should rather be identified as a heterotwin.46 The In originates
from the droplet that drives the VLS growth,24 which was in
contact with the twin region during formation.
The utilisation of a chemical heterogeneity at the boundaries or planar defects have been reported in Al/TiN composites and in doped II–VI compounds such as ZnO. In the case
of Al, N-terminated TiN lowers the formation energy of twins,
and they provide significantly improved mechanical
properties.46,47 In ZnO, trivalent metals such as Al, Fe, Ga, or
In have shown to precipitate at the interface of inversion
domain boundaries.48 The presence of trivalent metals in II–VI
defects modifies the bonding coordination from four in a
tetrahedral fashion to eight in an octahedral one, causing the
polarity inversion.49–52 However, in the case considered here
the defect cannot be classified as an inversion domain boundary as there is no polarity inversion associated with it. In the
following section we discuss the mechanism by which Zn3P2
forms a zigzag structure via a heterotwin.

Paper
zigzag structure form to minimise the nanowire surface
energy.8,54 The argument is reasonable for compound semiconductor nanowires exhibiting facets with diﬀerent polarities
and thus diﬀerent surface energies. However, Zn3P2 is not
polar. The basic structural unit consists of symmetric Zn–P–Zn
trimers, instead of asymmetric cation–anion dumbbells such
as In–P in InP, and its centrosymmetric crystal structure.29,48,55
Thus, all facets in the zigzag structure are equivalent.27 This
means we cannot reasonably attribute the instigation of the
Zn3P2 twinning process to nanowire surface energy minimisation alone. As discussed below, deformation of the liquid
droplet during growth provides a more compelling argument.
We studied the droplet stability as a function of the volume
and underlying cross-section of the nanowire, which varies
during the zigzag formation as depicted in Fig. 2a and b. To
this end, we computed the surface energy of the liquid droplet
and the interface with the nanowire using the finite-element
based software Surface Evolver.39 We used a Young angle of
43°, which is the experimental value found ex situ.56 Young’s
angles diﬀering from 43° do not change the conclusion regard-

Zigzag mechanism
To investigate the driving forces prompting the regular insertion of heterotwins, we analysed the heterotwin periodicity
along the nanowire length, x (nm), and as a function of W, an
approximation of the cross-sectional apothem. The trend was
observed in multiple nanowires, while the equation is based
on the high-resolution TEM image shown in Fig. S3.† Similar
to III–V TSL nanowires, the heterotwin periodicity in Zn3P2
nanowires depends on their diameter.7,53 The zigzag morphology results in the width being a periodic function with an
amplitude with linear decay:
0
1
W0


W0 
x C
1
2πx
B
2 
W ðxÞ ¼ @W0 
1
þ
cos
A
π
3
h0 e2105 x
2
tan
2:02
ð1Þ
where W0 is the initial width and h0 is the distance between
the initial segment separation. eqn (1) shows that the heterotwin interdistance reduces with the reduction of the nanowire
diameter, in agreement with studies on non-tapered superlattice ZnSe and GaAs nanowires.20,53 In particular, the term
π/2.02 corresponds to 89°, i.e. the measured tapering angle
characterising the reduction of the nanowire’s diameter. The
origin of the tapering is explored in detail in ref. 24.
Regarding possible explanations for the heterotwin formation mechanism, previous studies argued that twins in a
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Fig. 2 (a) Secondary electron SEM image of a zigzag Zn3P2 nanowire
(b) schematic of the development of the cross-section of the nanowire
as a function of the nanowire’s growth axis, (c) results of the computation of the system (droplet and nanowires top facet) normalised
surface energy (normalisation explained in the text) as a function of the
variation of the geometry of the NW’s top facet for three diﬀerent referential droplet volume: small (red), medium (blue) and large (green); (d)
3D sketch of the large droplet morphology upon the zigzag period.
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ing alternating stability, the only modify the threshold for heterotwin formation.
Fig. 2c illustrates the evolution of the surface energy of the
droplet plus the liquid–solid interface during one zigzag cycle.
We include the curves for three relative values of droplet
volumes, which all follow a similar trend. The total surface
energy has been normalised by the average length of the sides,
constant throughout all simulations, by the surface energy of a
floating sphere with an identical volume, and by the surface
tension of the liquid–vapour interface. Due to the pinning of
the liquid at the edge of the faceted nanowires, an increase in
the liquid volume results in the increase of the apparent
contact angle.56 The normalised surface energy increases with
the liquid volume due to the expansion and deformation of
the liquid surface at the edges. The lowest normalised surface
energy corresponds to the configuration with hexagonal nanowire cross-section, where the droplet is the least deformed.
The normalised surface energy increases parabolically (to a
second order approximation) with the modification of the
liquid–solid interface area. The slope of the curve increases
with the droplet deformation. A representative display of the
predicted droplet shape during the zigzag process is shown in
Fig. 2d. It shows that the deformation is larger at the corners
of the cross-section. In addition, the local and overall deformations are the largest when the cross-section is the closest to
a triangular shape. This increasing deformation with the deviation from a hexagonal cross-section explains the increase in
the normalised surface energy.
The introduction of a heterotwin constitutes a mechanism
to stop the increase in surface energy during the nanowire
elongation caused by the droplet’s deformation.53,57 As the
energy required to form a heterotwin (EHT) is fixed, there is a
critical geometry of the nanowire’s cross-section after which it
is energetically favourable to insert a heterotwin rather than to
continue increasing the total normalised surface energy. The
probability of creating a heterotwin along the nanowire axis,
P(x), should thus increase with the normalised surface energy
of the system, γ(x), as:
P ðxÞ 

twin in the zigzag nanowires, the question arises of whether
the optical properties vary at these points. To ascertain their
potential influence, we performed CL on zigzag nanowires at
room temperature. The experimental conditions were chosen
as to decrease the diﬀusion length and allow for higher spatial
resolution measurements compared to previous studies.
Fig. 3a shows a panchromatic map of the CL emission. We
observe a ∼10% variation in the emission intensity around
edges and on the outward facet orientation compared to that
of the inward orientation of the zigzag structure. We attribute
this fluctuation to the variations in electron-beam excitation as
a function of the morphology (see ESI† for more details).
Detailed spectra along one oscillation of the zigzag morphology indicated by the arrow in Fig. 3a are shown in Fig. 3b.
We observe to main peaks centred around 869 and 950 nm
(1.43 eV and 1.30 eV, respectively), which correspond to subbandgap emission, potentially caused by the incorporation of
indium in the bulk.59 First principle simulations should be
performed to confirm this hypothesis. We also distinguish a
third weaker peak centred around 748 nm (1.66 eV). This peak
could correspond to emission from the Γ2 transition 260 meV
above the bandgap, available due to the high energy excitation
of CL.58,60 The spectra along and on each side of the heterotwin are qualitatively extremely similar. The similarity of the
spectra along the zigzag structure could be due to the carrier
diﬀusion length being larger than the excitation volume.58 The
spectra intensity tends to decrease down the nanowire axis. We
attribute this to optical wave-guiding eﬀects. The channelling
of CL signal between optical modes of a nanowire depends
strongly on the excitation position.61 In the measurement geometry used here, and with the restricted collection angle of the
CL setup, the signal can be collected only when emitted from
the top of the wire and for a restricted range of angles. This
would explain the peak intensity variations on a λ/2 spatial
scale as observed in Fig. 3. One would require angle-resolved
CL experiments to confirm this.

γ ðxÞ
EHT AðxÞ

After formation of a heterotwin, the normalised surface
energy decreases with nanowire elongation due to the change
in the facet orientation and return towards a hexagonal cross
section.
Optical properties
Previous studies on Zn3P2 indicate that it exhibits a direct
bandgap at ∼1.5 eV, which is close to the ideal bandgap for
the highest eﬃciency of single junction solar cells.58 In our
recent work, we demonstrated that zigzag Zn3P2 nanowires
luminesce at 1.43 eV at cryogenic temperatures, which is relatively close to the expected value of the bandgap.24 We have
observed that in Zn3P2 nanowires with a square cross-section,
luminescence can vary with the relative stoichiometry between
the Zn and P.24 Given the composition variation at the hetero-
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Fig. 3 (a) High-resolution panchromatic CL intensity map of a zigzag
nanowire with the white arrow indicating the linescan of the extracted
spectra in (b), of which the second and fourth from the top were
extracted from regions on top of the heterotwin.
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Conclusions
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the Zn3P2 superlattice nanowires do not form through regular twinning, as
observed in their III–V analogue. Instead, an In-rich heterotwin
is formed, as shown through EELS mapping and aberrationcorrected STEM imaging, which facilitates the rotation of the
crystal structure between segments through the inset of a separate material. Furthermore, we developed a model to explain
the onset of heterotwin formation. Based on the non-polar
nature of Zn3P2 we could tie the model solely to the constraints
posed by the droplet shape as a function of the nanowire
cross-section. Characterisation of the emission through room
temperature CL shows no eﬀect of the heterotwins on the functional properties.
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